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2016 was the Tipping Point 
4th Annual Survey of Social Media Trends of Orange County Law Firms



Analysis of Social Media Trends in 2016
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There’s no denying that social media usage surpassed the tipping point this year. 84% of responding firms selected 
visibility raising as the number one reason for engaging in social media. Thought leadership is another important 
reason to engage. Only 17% of firms do not actively post fresh content on their website or social media platforms.

We saw a significant rise in the number of videos posted on firm websites; this year over half of firms are using 
videos up from 34% last year who were using videos or planned to incorporate them. There is also a wider variety 
in the types of videos firms are posting.

44% of firms are now blogging, 100% are using LinkedIn, 56% are on Facebook, and a surprising 67% of firms 
are posting on Twitter. You can find a complete review of the survey details on our blog: http://emconsults.org/
extremely-opinionated/

LinkedIn engagement – firms use LinkedIn to:

56% Connect with new contacts

38% Regularly post updates on their status bar

43% Comment on their connections’ posts

31% Participate in LinkedIn groups

81% Learn about individuals 

61% of responding firms tell us that Content Marketing is 
an integral part of their firm’s social media strategy. 
This involves producing and distributing snack-
size content that is valuable and enriching to their 
audience(s). Content marketing increases brand 
awareness, demonstrates a firm’s expertise, boosts 
a firm’s internet search results, and can increase a 
firm’s relevance in an industry or vertical market.

55% use various social media outlets such as LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Blogs or Twitter to add fresh client-
focused content.

33% use a content marketing strategy as part of their 
recruiting efforts.

In 2013 responding firms’ biggest interest in LinkedIn was learning more 
about it. In 2015, 80% were using it. This year 100% of responding 
firms use LinkedIn.

88% of responding firms’ attorneys have their own LinkedIn 
profiles but 44% of those attorneys’ profiles are not 
optimized.

83% of all responding firms have a firm LinkedIn profile.



39% of responding firms Tweet three times a week 
or more frequently while 28% do not engage 
on Twitter. 28% have individual attorneys 
Tweeting multiple times weekly or more often.

67% have a firm Facebook page

33% do not have a Facebook page

55% post regularly

22% have individual attorneys who engage clients and 
business contacts on Facebook.

33% of responding firms do not blog nor do they plan to do so. But 11% are developing a blogging 
program. Of the 56% of firms that do blog: 

This year about half of responding firms have at least one video on 
their website. They use videos for a variety of purposes including: 

11% Partner bios

33% Showing firm culture and expertise

39% Displaying depth of knowledge in 

the vertical markets

11% Discussing projects or 
specific areas of expertise

16% Promoting charitable or  
community involvement

  5% Recruiting efforts

Video usage: In 2015, 65% 
of law firms did not have any 
videos on their websites nor did 
they have plans to make them. 

33% blog weekly or more often

 5% blog quarterly

 5% blog monthly

11% blog every week or two



ABOUT THE SURVEY
The survey was conducted online during November and December of 2016. There 
were significant increases from 2015 in the use of various social media platforms. 
The trend over the past four years clearly demonstrates more and more law firms 
are successfully utilizing social media to increase business and to stay relevant in 
this changing marketplace. We might consider the possibility that responding firms 
area generally more active in social media.
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